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Willen Roundabout Works Update

Willen roundabout is on the junction of the V10 and H4. There are 4 subways beneath the
roadway and 2 redways meet at this point. The inner circle was planted with Leylandii in the
1970’s and these have all grown too large and dangerous so have now been removed because
tree roots have been creating settlement in the roadway.

What other works are still needed here?

1. One area to the North East of the roundabout on the H4 where a depression exists still
needs to be excavated and work will begin as soon as possible after the excavation to the
South of the roundabout is completed
2. Remaining timber needs removing from site
3. Street lighting will be renewed to the inner circle redway area
4. Landscaping / replanting of the inner circle embankments
5. Full resurfacing of the roundabout, white lining and new signage
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Tree roots close to the depression in the highway

What stage are the works at?
All of the trees have been removed from the inner circle leaving a few shrubs which will be
tidied up by our landscape team when they replant each embankment. The roadway
excavations to the South are now being reinstated.

How will the works affect road users & pedestrians?
The Redways are now clear although one subway may require narrowing to allow the
remaining timber to be removed safely. But this will only take an hour or two during the day.
The H4 travelling East is one lane at the roundabout and travelling West is left turn only. The
V10 has been right turn only. The detours are short but delays inevitable during rush hours but
atleast the roads have remained open and daytime traffic has flowed well.
Resurfacing of the roundabout is planned to start on the 25th March for 3 days at which time
there will be a full road closure of both V10 and H4 expected to last 3 days.

For more information regarding the project please contact:
John Kimberley
Milton Keynes Council
Senior Engineer – Bridges & Highway Structures
Synergy Park
Bleak Hall
Milton Keynes MK6 1LY
T:
01908 252603
E:
john.kimberley@milton-keynes.gov.uk
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Map of Willen roundabout
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